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Things to do before commissioning:
Fix Manipulator on top of vacuum vessel, copper gaskets and tools are located nearby. Be careful
when moving the manipulator the bellows and other parts are very fragile. The manual is available
from https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/ILCBDSColl/MechanicalHardware/UI4202.pdf this gives
information on how to hold the manipulator. This requires atleast two people to hold it in place whilst
a third person does up the bolts.

• 

Solder on connectors for the limit switches, the wiring information is given below. The connectors are
on top of the crate holding the manipulator. There is a soldering iron and solder in the room. I believe
the manipulator may have come with connectors attached to the limit switches, these will almost
certainly be of the incorrect type.

• 

Remove x-y stage transit pin.• 
Connect to controller.• 
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Info from David Howell on limit switches.
You need to contact Stewart regarding the software. You need to be very careful not to try and move the
motors too quickly - as this may damage the couplings due to the large inertia of the mechanical systems.
You'll also need to limit the motor drive current to 2.5A - using the DIP switches on the motor drives (inside
the controller). You need to set appropriate scale factors for each axis - as the encoders measure motor shaft
rotation and not actuator movement. I suspect that your cables will be much too short. You need to be aware
that it is NOT possible to communicate with the controller directly via Ethernet from a LINUX machine. Long
USB connections can be very unreliable - so you'll need to use RS232 - or an Ethernet to USB interface. We
use USB (via Ethernet) from a Windows box for programming the controller using the supplied Windows
application (MINT Workbench?) and RS232 from a LINUX box for communicating with the controller after
having previously loaded the firmware via the Windows application. You can obviously do everything from a
Windows box if you wish. The limit switches are wired up as follows (using 2-pair 'computer' cable): Lower
limit switches:

D connector pin 1, blue D connector pin 5, white/blue

Upper limit switches:

D connector pin 2, orange D connector pin 6, white/orange

Pins 5 & 6 on the 25 pin D connectors are +24V

The actuator moves towards the upper limit for clockwise rotation of the motor.

-- NigelWatson - 07 Jan 2008

Vacuum vessel attached to support structure:• 

Close up view of how vacuum vessel is attached.:• 
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Viewports:• 

Crate containing manipulator, other equipment that might be needed is placed on top:• 

Motors in box. The aluminium spacer plate is for the motor that controls the rotation. This might be
slightly under thickness, if that is the case use washers to pack it out to the correct thickness.:

• 
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Gaskets, connectors etc. Shown on top of crate.:• 
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